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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we give a proof of a RiemannRoch type theorem for
symplectic deformations. The main result of the present paper is used in
[BNT1] in order to establish a conjecture of Schapira and Schneiders
about the microlocal Euler class.
Let EX be the sheaf of microdifferential operators on a complex manifold
X. The microlocal Euler class + eu(Mv) of a good complex Mv of
D-modules on X is the image of a certain homology class EuEX (Mv) under
the trace density morphism +EX from the Hochschild complex of EX to the
de Rham complex of T*X. We showed in [BNT1] that EuEX (Mv) extends
to a homology class chEX (Mv) of the periodic cyclic complex and that the
map +EX extends to a morphism +~ EX from the periodic cyclic complex of EX
to the de Rham complex of T*X. Next we replaced the algebra of micro-
differential operators by a deformation quantization A tT*X of the structure
sheaf of the cotangent bundle of X. We defined in this context the trace
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density map +~ At and the periodic cyclic homology class chAt(Mv). This
allowed us to reduce the conjecture of Schapira and Schneiders to a
theorem about deformation quantizations of the structure sheaf OM of a
complex manifold M with a holomorphic symplectic form |. Namely, let
AtM be such a deformation. We define the trace density map
+~ t: CC perv (A
t
M)  CM[[t, t
&1][[u, u&1] (1.1)
in the derived category of sheaves on M. Here CC perv (A
t
M) is the periodic
cyclic complex of the sheaf of algebras AtM and u is a formal parameter of
degree 2. We also defined the principal symbol map
+~ b _ : CC perv (A
t
M)  CC
per
v (OM)  CM[[u, u
&1] (1.2)
(the first map is reduction modulo t, the second is the Connes
HochschildKostantRosenberg map from [C], [L]). We reduced the
conjecture of Schapira and Schneiders to a RiemannRoch theorem for
deformation quantizations
+~ t=(+~ b _)  A (TM)  e% (1.3)
as morphisms
Hv(M, CC perv (A
t
M))  H
v(M, CM[[u, u&1][[t, t&1]) (1.4)
([BNT1], Theorem 4.6.1).
Here % # 1t H
2(M, C)[[t]] is the characteristic class of the deformation
([D], [F]; cf. the end of Section 2.1).
Note that the trace density map generalizes the canonical trace from
[F]; it is also related to the construction of [CFS] (cf. [H] for explana-
tion).
To prove such a theorem, we need three techniques:
v deformation quantization of complex manifolds
v cyclic complexes of algebras
as well as
v Lie algebra cohomology and GelfandFuks map.
In Section 2.1 we review deformation quantization of complex symplectic
manifolds (i.e., symplectic manifolds with a holomorphic symplectic struc-
ture). We essentially follow [NT3] where results of Fedosov are adapted
to the complex case more systematically than here. We define Fedosov
connections and their gauge equivalences. We show that locally any two
are gauge equivalent. This implies that the sheaf of horizontal sections of
a Fedosov connection is a deformation quantization of the structure sheaf
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of algebras. Finally we show that any deformation of the structure sheaf
comes from a Fedosov connection.
In Section 4 we define in our context the GelfandFuks map which
allows the reduction of problems about any deformation quantization to
problems about Lie algebra cohomology. Along these lines we reduce the
RiemannRoch theorem to a parallel statement about complexes of Lie
algebra cochains (Theorem 3.3.2). This theorem compares two morphisms
Cv(g, h; CC perv (W))  C
v(g, h; 0 v(C2d))[[t, t&1][[u, u&1], (1.5)
where W is the Weyl algebra of the complex symplectic space C2d, g is the
Lie algebra of continuous derivations of W, h is the subalgebra sp(2d ) of
g, 0 v stands for the completion of the de Rham complex of C2d at the
origin, Cv(g, h; ...) is the relative Lie algebra cochain complex with coef-
ficients in a complex of (g, h)-modules, and CC perv is the periodic cyclic
complex. The two morphisms (1.5) are the trace density map and the
principal symbol map which are defined in 3.2. A little more precisely, the
trace density morphism maps the periodic cyclic complex of W to the
complex
(0 v[2d][[t, t&1][[u, u&1], tdDR) (1.6)
and the principal symbol morphism maps the periodic cyclic complex to
(0 & v[[t, t&1][[u, u&1], udDR). (1.7)
We identify both complexes above with the complex
(0 v[2d][[t, t&1][[u, u&1], dDR). (1.8)
The complex (1.6) is identified with (1.8) by the operator I which is equal
to the multiplication operator by ti&d on 0 i[[t, t&1][[u, u&1]; the
complex (1.7) is identified with (1.8) by the operator J which is equal
to the multiplication operator by ui&d on 0 i[[t, t&1][[u, u&1]. Thus,
the RiemannRoch theorem is reduced to a purely algebraic statement
(Theorem 3.3.1).
Remark 1.0.1. Note the symmetry between the Planck constant t and
the Bott periodicity formal parameter u in the above argument.
To prove this theorem, we construct an operator on CC perv (W))[[t, t
&1]
whose composition with the trace density map is easily computable and
which is cohomologous to the identity map. To be able to do that, we use
an algebra of operations on the periodic cyclic complex of any algebra
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[NT2]. More precisely, we construct an action of the reduced cyclic com-
plex C *v &1(A) on CC
per
v (A) for any algebra A over a commutative ring k
of characteristic zero (Theorem A.7.1). At the level of homology this action
is very simple: it is given by multiplication by the image of the boundary
map
: C *v(A)  CCv(k)[1] (1.9)
(the right hand side is equal to k[u&1, u]]k[[u]]). At the level of chains,
however, the above action is given by a nontrivial formula which allows one
to compute it explicitly in an important example. Namely, for A=W we con-
struct the fundamental class in C *2d&1(W) which we extend, canonically up to
homotopy, to a cocycle U of the double complex Cv(g, h; C *v(W)). One sees
easily that the pairing with U, followed by the trace density map, is the
principal symbol map. It remains to compute the pairing with U at the
level of homology. This is, as mentioned above, tantamount to computing
the image of U in Hv(g, h; CCv(k))tH v(g, h) (k[u&1, u]]k[[u]])
under the boundary map .
For this, two more technical tools are needed. First, we need an explicit
formula for the boundary map  (1.9) We recall this formula, due to
Brodzki, in Section 5.2. This formula, being completely explicit, does not,
however, solve our problem by itself because we lack explicit information
about the fundamental cycle U. To be able to write U explicitly, we need
one more simplification. Recall first that for a Lie algebra g with a sub-
algebra h whose adjoint action on g is semisimple, one can define the
ChernWeil map
CW: k[h*]h  Cv(g, h).
Composed with the GelfandFuks map (4.2), this map gives the classical
ChernWeil map. Following [NT4], we generalize the map CW to the
case of cochains with nontrivial coefficients. More precisely, we consider
complexes Lv of g-modules which are homotopy constant in a simple
natural way which is explained in Definition B.3.1. For such complexes we
construct a generalized ChernWeil map whose right hand side is the
double complex Cv(g, h; Lv). The left hand side is, roughly speaking, the
complex of Lv-valued h-equivariant polynomials. If g acts on a manifold M
by vector fields, then the de Rham complex Lv=Av(M) is a homotopy
constant complex of g-modules. If the action of h integrates to a group
action, then the right hand side of the generalized ChernWeil map is the
complex of equivariant differential forms on M.
(Note that in our exposition the formula of Brodzki for the boundary
map itself is obtained from the map dual to CW, applied in the case when
g=gl(A) and h=gl(k) for any algebra A. The ChernWeil map surfaces in
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this paper one more time, when we deduce theorems A.7.3 and A.7.1 from
a more general theorem of noncommutative differential calculus).
We show that the fundamental cocycle U is in the image under the
generalized ChernWeil map of a cocycle that can be constructed explicitly.
The image of this last cocycle under the boundary map  is computed
directly. This completes the proof.
Let us say a few words about one of the tools used in the proof, namely
operations on Hochschild and cyclic complexes (Section A.7). The results
and constructions of these subsections are part of what we call non-
commutative differential calculus: noncommutative generalizations of
geometric objects such as differential forms and multivector fields carry
algebraic structures similar to classical ones, up to strong homotopy. An-
other manifestation of this principle is a recent theorem of Tamarkin [T]
stating that the algebra of Hochschild cochains is a strong homotopy
Gerstenhaber algebra. Conjecturally, the theorem of Tamarkin and the
results of A.7 have far-reaching common generalizations. Together with the
formality theorem of Kontsevich, they would lead to a generalization of the
RiemannRoch theorem to all deformations, symplectic or not ([TT],
[Ts1]).
2. DEFORMATION QUANTIZATION
In this section we outline the approach to deformation quantization
pioneered by Fedosov which is crucial to our method of proof of
Theorem 4.6.1 [BNT1].
2.1. Review of Deformation Quantization
A deformation quantization of a manifold M is a formal one-parameter
deformation of the structure sheaf OM , i.e, a sheaf of algebras A
t
M flat over
C[[t]] together with an isomorphism of algebras : A tMC[[t]] C  OM .
The formula
[ f, g]=
1
t
[ f , g~ ]+t } AtM ,
where f and g are two local sections of OM and f , g~ are their respective lifts
to AtM , defines a Poisson structure on M called the Poisson structure
associated to the deformation quantization A tM .
A deformation quantization A tM is called symplectic if the associated
Poisson structure is nondegenerate. In this case M is symplectic. In what
follows we will only consider symplectic deformation quantizations, so
assume that AtM is symplectic from now on.
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Let us note first that, given a deformation A tM as above,  induces
locally an isomorphism of the sheaves of C-vector spaces:
 : ‘ (tnA tU)t
n+1A tU &OU[[t]].
If one chooses a cover by Stein subsets, then the left hand side is
isomorphic to A tU ; this implies that there exist local isomorphisms
8U : A tU  (OU[[t]], V U)
of C[[t]]-algebras with transition isomorphisms GUV=8U8&1V of the
form
GUV= f+tDUV1 ( f )+t
2DUV2 ( f )+ } } } . (2.1)
In the rest of this section we will work under the following condition.
Assumption. Both the local products VU and the linear transformations
DUVi above are given by finite order holomorphic (bi-) differential operators.
Similarly, an isomorphism of two deformations will always be under-
stood as an isomorphism of sheaves of algebras whose restrictions to
coordinate charts U are given by
TU ( f )=id+ :
i1
tiTU, i ( f ),
where TU, i ( f ) are holomorphic differential operators.
Example 2.1.1. Let M=C2d. Define the product on A tC2d to be, in
coordinates x1 , ..., xd , !1 , ..., !d on C2d, the standard MoyalWeyl product
( f V g)(x

, !

)=exp \ t2 :
d
i=1 \

!i

y i
&

’ i

xi++ f (x , ! ) g(y , ’ )| x =y , ! =’
where x

=(x1 , ..., xd), !

=(!1 , ..., !d), y

=( y1 , ..., yd), ’

=(’1 , ..., ’d).
2.2. The Weyl Algebra
The Weyl algebra of a symplectic vector space (V, |) over C may be
considered as a symplectic deformation quantization of the completion of
V at the origin.
Here we briefly recall the definition and the basic properties of the Weyl
algebra W=W(V, |) of a (finite dimensional) symplectic vector space
(V, |) over C. Let V*=HomC (V, C).
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The MoyalWeyl product on Symv(V*)[t] is defined by the formula
f V g= :

n=0
1
n ! \
t
2+
n
|(d nf, d ng), (2.2)
where
d n: Symv(V*)  Symv(V*)Symn(V )
assigns to a polynomial the symmetric tensor composed of its n th order
partial derivatives, and | is extended naturally to a bilinear form on
Symn(V ). Clearly, this sum is finite for any two polynomials f, g. Of course,
(2.2) becomes the formula from 2.1.1 in Darboux coordinates.
Let
m=Ker(Symv(V*)  C)
Sym@v(V*)=
Symv(V*)
mn
.
Define a filtration Fv on Sym@v(V*)[[t]] by
F&p Sym@v(V*)[[t]]= :
i+( j2)p
m^it j. (2.3)
The MoyalWeyl product endows Sym@v(V*)[[t]] with a structure of an
associative algebra with unit over C[[t]]. Moreover, the MoyalWeyl
product is continuous in the topology defined by the filtration Fv. Let
W=W(V ) denote the topological algebra over C[[t]] whose underlying
C[[t]]-module is Sym@v(V*)[[t]] and the multiplication is given by the
MoyalWeyl product.
Note also that the center of W is equal to C[[t]] and [W, W ]=t } W.
Clearly, the association (V, |) [ W(V ) is functorial. In particular, the
group Sp(V ) acts naturally on W(V ) by continuous algebra auto-
morphisms. The infinitesimal action of the Lie algebra sp(V ) is given by
operators 1t ad( f ) where f are in Sym
2(V*). This correspondence defines a
linear isomorphism sp(V )&Sym2(V*).
2.3. Derivations of the Weyl Algebra
Let g=g(V ) denote the Lie algebra of continuous, C[[t]]-linear deriva-
tions of W. Then there is a central extension of Lie algebras
0 
1
t
C[[t]] 
1
t
W  g  0, (2.4)
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where the Lie algebra structure on 1t W is given by the commutator (note
that [ 1t W,
1
t W ]
1
t W ) and the second map is defined by
1
t f [
1
t[ f, v ].
Let
Fp g=[D # g | D(FiW )F i+ pW for all i].
Then (g, Fv) is a filtered Lie algebra and the action of g on W respects the
filtrations; i.e., [Fp g, Fq g]Fp+q g and Fp gFqWFp+qW.
The following properties of the filtered Lie algebra (g, Fv) are easily
verified:
1. GrFp g=0 for p>1 (in particular g=F1 g); hence Gr
F
1 g is Abelian;
2. the composition 1t V/
1
t W  g  Gr
F
1 g is an isomorphism;
3. the composition sp(V )  Sym2(V*)  1t F&2W  F0 g  Gr
F
0 g is
an isomorphism;
4. under the above isomorphisms the action of GrF0 g on Gr
F
1 g is
identified with the natural action of sp(V ) on V (in particular there is an
isomorphism gF&1 g$V < sp(V ));
5. the Lie algebra F&1 g is pro-nilpotent.
In what follows h will denote the Lie subalgebra of g which is the image
of the embedding sp(V )/g.
2.4. The Weyl Algebra as a Deformation Quantization
The (commutative) algebra WtW is naturally isomorphic to the comple-
tion O =O V of the ring OV of regular functions on V at the origin, i.e., with
respect to the powers of the maximal ideal m of functions which vanish at
0 # V. The natural surjective map
_: W(V )  O V
is strictly compatible with the filtration Fv on W and the m-adic filtration
on O V . The Poisson bracket induced on O V is the standard one.
It is well known (and not difficult to show) that any deformation of O V
with the above properties is isomorphic to W. An isomorphism can be
chosen as a continuous linear map which preserves the filtration F and is
equal to identity on grF A
t.
The Lie algebra g acts by derivations on O by the formula
D( f )=_(D( f )),
where D # g and f # W is such that _( f )= f. Thus, _ is a map of g-modules.
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2.5. The Sheaf of Weyl Algebras
The sheaf of Weyl algebras WM on M is the sheaf of topological algebras
over the sheaf of topological algebras OM[[t]] (equipped with the t-adic
topology) defined as follows.
Let 3M denote the sheaf of holomorphic vector fields on M, 3*M=
HomOM(3M , OM). Let I denote the kernel of the augmentation map
SymvOM(3*M)OM OM  OM .
Let Sym@ vOM(3*M) be the completion Sym@
v
OM
(3*M)[[t]] of SymvOM(3*M)
OM OM in the I-adic topology. Then Sym@
v
OM
(3*M)[[t]] is a topological
OM[[t]]-module. The Weyl multiplication on Sym@ vOM(3*M)[[t]] is defined
by (2.2). Then WM is the sheaf of OM[[t]]-algebras whose underlying
sheaf of OM[[t]]-modules is Sym@ vOM(3*M)[[t]] and the multiplication is
given by the MoyalWeyl product. Note that the center of WM is OM[[t]],
and [WM , WM]=t } WM .
Let
F&pWM= :
i+( j2)p
I it j. (2.5)
Then (WM , Fv) is a filtered ring; i.e., FpWM } FqWM Fp+qWM . Note
that the quotients Fp WM FqWM are locally free OM -modules of finite rank.
The Weyl multiplication is continuous in the topology induced by the
filtration F.
2.6. Review of the Fedosov Construction
We refer the reader to [F] and [NT3] for a detailed exposition of the
construction of deformation quantizations via Fedosov connections.
Let A p, qM denote the sheaf of complex valued C
-forms of type ( p, q) on
M, AsM=p+q=s A
p, q
M . Let FvA
v
M denote the Hodge filtration and d the
de Rham differential. Then ((AvM , d ), Fv) is a filtered differential graded
algebra (i.e., FrAvMFsA
v
M Fr+sA
v
M and d(Fr A
v
M)FrA
v
M)
Remark 2.6.1. Here and below, for any ring A, when we consider a
tensor product over A by a pro-finite rank free A-module, we mean a
completed tensor product.
The space
AvM(WM) =
def

p
A pM(WM)[&p]
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has a natural structure of a sheaf of graded algebras. Let
Fr AvM(WM)= :
p+q=r
FpAvM OM FpWM . (2.6)
Then (AvM(WM), Fv) is a filtered graded algebra over (A
v
M , Fv) (i.e.,
Fr A pM(WM) FsA
q
M(WM)Fr+sA
p+q
M (WM) and Fr A
p
MFsA
q
M(WM)
Fr+s A p+qM (WM)).
The associated graded algebra of AvM(WM) of the filtration Fv is the
commutative algebra
AvM(Sym
v
OM
(3*M))[t]=A0, vM \SymvOM(3*M)vOM (3*M)+ [t] (2.7)
(the degree of an element of A0, vM (Sym
i V j V ) tk is &(i+ j+2k)).
Definition 2.6.2. Let $ be the Koszul differential on (2.7), i.e., the
A0, vM (
v
OM
(3*M))[t]-linear derivation of the commutative algebra which
sends any X # Sym1(3*M) to X # 1(3*M).
We will show that for any deformation of OM there exists a map
{: AvM(WM)  A
v
M(WM)[1] (2.8)
which has the following properties:
1. {(FpAvM(WM))FpA
v
M(WM); the induced map
GrFv {: Gr
F
v A
v
M(WM)  Gr
F
v A
v
M(WM)[1]
is equal to  +$ where $ is the Koszul differential from Definition 2.6.2;
2. {2=0;
3. (AvM(WM), {) is a sheaf of differential graded algebras over the
C de Rham complex (AvM , d ) (in particular H
v(AvM(WM), {) is a sheaf
of graded algebras over the constant sheaf CM[[t]]);
4. there is a filtered quasi-isomorphism
(AtM , Fv)  ((A
v
M(WM), {), Fv)
of differential graded algebras over CM[[t]] (in particular H p(FqAv(WM), {)
=0 for p{0).
Therefore { is determined by its component
{: A0M(WM)  A
1
M(WM)
which has all the properties of a flat connection on WM .
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To be able to prove the existence and the properties of {, let us define
it in a slightly different, more differential-geometric language.
Let H=Sp(dim M) and h be the Lie algebra of H. Let P w? M denote
the H-principal bundle of symplectic frames in TM. We identify TM with
the vector bundle associated to the standard representation of H. For h in
h let h be the vector field on P induced by h.
Recall that, for an h-module V, one can define the subcomplex
[?
*
AvPV]
basic/?
*
AvP of all basic V-valued forms :, i.e., of all forms in
AvPV such that
@h :=0; Lh :=h:
for all h in h. In other words, the complex of basic forms can be defined
as the pull-back diagram
[?
*
AvP V]
basic wCv(?
*
TP , h; V )
?
*
AvPV C
v(?
*
TP ; V )
where TP denotes the sheaf of Lie algebras of C vector fields on P and
the complexes in the right hand side stand for the relative and the absolute
complexes of Lie algebra cochains.
Let W denote the Weyl algebra of the standard representation of H.
Then WM is identified with the sheaf of sections of the associated bundle
P_H W and pull-back by ?
AvM(WM)  ?*A
v
Pw
identifies WM -valued forms on M with the subcomplex of basic W-valued
forms on P. The flat connection { gives rise to a g(=Der(W ))-valued
1-form A # H0(P; A1Pg) which satisfies
@h A=h and Lh A=ad(h)(A) for all h # h (2.9)
(where, as above, h is the vector field on P induced by h) and the Maurer
Cartan equation
dA+ 12[A, A]=0 (2.10)
(so that (d+A)2=0). Then, pull-back by ? induces the isomorphism of
filtered complexes
(AvM(WM), {)  ([?*A
v
P W ]
basic, d+A).
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In other words, let U: be a cover of M by Darboux coordinate charts. The
coordinates on U: trivialize the holomorphic tangent bundle on those
charts, and let g:; be the transition isomorphisms with respect to these
trivializations. We have holomorphic maps
g:; : U: & U;  Sp(2d, C)  Aut(W )
which are the transition functions of the Weyl bundle. A WM -valued form
on M is a collection of W-valued forms |: satisfying |:= g:; |; . A form
A as above is a collection of g-valued 1-forms A: satisfying
A:=&dg:; g&1:; + g:; A; g
&1
:; .
Any g-valued 1-form A on P which satisfies (2.10) defines a map { as in
(2.8). This map automatically satisfies conditions 2 and 3 after (2.8). In
order for it to satisfy condition 1, the following must be true:
A # A&1+A0+A1(M, F&1 g) (2.11)
A0 # A1, 0(P, sp(2n)) (2.12)
and A&1 is the tautological holomorphic form
A&1 : TM[T*M  F1 Der(W(T )), (2.13)
where the first isomorphism is induced by &| viewed as an element of
T*M 2 &Hom(TM, T*M).
Definition 2.6.3. A g-valued form A on P which satisfies (2.9), (2.10),
(2.11), (2.12), (2.13) is called a Fedosov connection form. The operator
{=d+A is called a Fedosov connection.
The following is a holomorphic analog of a theorem of Fedosov [F].
Definition 2.6.4. Two Fedosov connections d+A and d+B are gauge
equivalent if there is an element X in A0(M, F&1 g) such that d+B=
exp(ad X)(d+A).
Theorem 2.6.5. 1. For any Fedosov connection {, the sheaf Ker { is
isomorphic to a deformation of OM .
2. For any deformation of OM there is a Fedosov connection { and a
quasi-isomorphism A tM  (A
v
M(WM), {) of (sheaves of ) differential graded
algebras over CM[[t]]. If two deformations Ker { and Ker {$ are
isomorphic then { and {$ are gauge equivalent.
3. Any two Fedosov connections are locally gauge equivalent.
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For the reader’s convenience we include a sketch of the proof. A more
complete proof is contained in [NT3].
Sketch of the proof. To see why any two Fedosov connections are
locally gauge equivalent, assume that we are given two Fedosov connec-
tions { and {$. We proceed by induction, assuming that {&{$ is in
A1(M, F&n g), n0. Then there is a gauge transformation which sends {$
to {" such that {&{" is in A1(M, F&n&1 g). Indeed, to find such a trans-
formation of the form exp(ad X) where X is in A0(M, F&n&1 g), one has
to solve the equation
( +$)(X)={&{" mod A1(M, Fn&1 g) (2.14)
(cf. condition 1 after (2.8)).
Consider the complex AvM(gr
F
v(g)),  +$). It is isomorphic to
(AvM(
v(T*M)S v(T*M)[[t]]),  +$0) where $0 is induced by the de
Rham differential on v(T*M)S v(T*M)[[t]]. Therefore $ is acyclic in
degree greater than zero, and its cohomology is isomorphic to the
Dolbeault complex AvM[[t]]. Thus, the complex (A
v
M(gr
F
v(g)),  +$) is
quasi-isomorphic to AvM[[t]].
One checks that the right hand side of (2.14) is a  +$-cocycle in
AvM(gr
F
&n(g). Therefore, locally, this equation always has a solution.
To prove that any deformation is isomorphic to Ker { for some Fedosov
connection {, note that, if AtM is such a deformation, then the bundle of
jets of its holomorphic sections is a bundle of algebras. This bundle of
algebras is equipped with a canonical flat connection which we call the
Grothendieck connection. It also has a filtration which is preserved by this
connection. To define this filtration on any fiber Jx of the jet bundle at a
point x # M, let mx be the ideal of jets of functions vanishing at x, and let
F nJx be the completion of
F nJx= :
i+( j2)n
t jm ix .
The associated graded algebra of this filtration is the Weyl algebra. As C
bundles of algebras, the bundle of jets and its (completed) associated
graded bundle are isomorphic. Therefore the Weyl bundle has a flat con-
nection (the image of the canonical connection under this isomorphism).
This connection is a Fedosov connection whose kernel is isomorphic to the
sheaf of holomorphic sections of {.
To compute the cohomology of the complex (AvM(W), {), note that,
locally, any Fedosov connection is gauge equivalent to the standard con-
nection {0= +$ whose cohomology is the sheaf O[[t]]. So, for any {,
the zeroth cohomology is a deformation of OM and the higher cohomology
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is zero. Finally, any isomorphism Ker {&Ker {$ extends uniquely to an
automorphism of the Weyl bundle intertwining { and {$. (To prove this,
it is enough to work locally and to assume that {={$={0 .) This
completes the proof.
2.7. The characteristic Class of a Symplectic Deformation
To a deformation AtM , one can associate a characteristic class % in
H2(M, 1t C[[t]]) as follows. Let A be a Fedosov connection such that
AtM=Ker(d+A). Let A be a
1
t W-valued form on P satisfying (2.9), (2.11),
(2.12), (2.13). We call A a lifting of A if its image is in A1(M, g) under the
map induced by (2.4).
It is easy to see that any Fedosov connection has a lifting. For any
lifting, the curvature
%=dA + 12 [A , A ] (2.15)
is a 2-form with values in 1t C[[t]] because of (2.10). If A and A +: are
two liftings of the same connection, then : is C[[t]]-valued and the
curvatures of the two liftings differ by d:. For two gauge equivalent liftings
the curvatures are the same. Therefore, because of Theorem 2.6.5 (second
part of statement 2), the cohomology class of % depends only on an
isomorphism class of a deformation. This cohomology class is called the
characteristic class of the deformation AtM .
3. THE RIEMANNROCH FORMULA IN THE FORMAL SETTING
The aim of this section is to state Theorem 3.3.1 which compares two
morphisms from the periodic cyclic complex of the Weyl algebra W to the
de Rham complex. The first morphism is the trace density map (cf. 3.2.1)
which maps the periodic cyclic complex of W to the complex
(0 v[2d][[t, t&1][[u, u&1], tdDR). (3.1)
The second is the principal symbol map followed by the Hochschild
KostantRosenberg map (cf. 3.2.2) which maps the periodic cyclic complex
to
(0 & v[[t, t&1][[u, u&1], udDR). (3.2)
We identify both complexes above with the complex
(0 v[2d][[t, t&1][[u, u&1], dDR). (3.3)
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The complex (3.1) is identified with (3.3) by the operator I which is equal
to ti&d on 0 i[[t, t&1][[u, u&1]; the complex (3.2) is identified with (3.3)
by the operator J which is equal to ui&d on 0 i[[t, t&1][[u, u&1]. The
RiemannRoch theorem for deformation quantizations will be deduced
from Theorem 3.3.1 in Section 4.
3.1. The Hochschild Homology of the Weyl Algebra
We recall the calculation of the Hochschild homology of the Weyl
algebra ([FT1], [Bry]).
From now on W=W(V, |). Note that the identity map furnishes the
identification W op$W(V, &|). Let
We =def W((V, |) (V, &|)).
There is an isomorphism of algebras W C[[t]] Wop  W e.
Let
W  ( p+1) =def W((V, |) p+1) (3.4)
and let Cp+1 be the quotient of the above space by the linear span of
elements a0 } } } ai1 } } } ap , i0.
(Here, as above, for us tensor products of complete k-modules always
mean completed tensor products.)
The Hochschild differential (A.1) extends to this setting and gives rise to
the complex Cv(W ) which represents W LW e W in the derived category.
The Koszul complex (K v, ) is defined by
K&q=W
q
V*
with the differential acting by
( fv1 7 } } } 7 vq)=& :
i
(&1) i [ f, vi]v1 7 } } } 7 v^i 7 } } } 7 vq .
Here we consider V* embedded in W and q V* embedded in (V*)  q.
The map
Kv Cv(W )
defined by
fv1 7 } } } 7 } } } 7 vq [ fAlt(v1 } } } vq)
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is easily seen to be a quasi-isomorphism. (Indeed, it preserves the complete
filtration by powers of t and induces a quasi-isomorphism at the level of
associated graded quotients.) Hence it induces a quasi-isomorphism
Kv[t&1]  Cv(W )[t&1]. (3.5)
Suppose that dim V=2d. Let 0 v=0 vV denote the de Rham complex of
V with formal coefficients (i.e., 0 qV=0
q
VOV O V). The map
W
q
V*  0 2d&q[[t]]
given by
fv1 7 } } } 7 vq [ f } @v1 } } } @vq(|
7 d)
(where f # O ) is easily seen to determine an isomorphism of complexes
(Kv(W ), )  (0 v[[t]], t } dDR)[2d]. (3.6)
It follows from the Poincare lemma (for power series) that the following
is true:
Proposition 3.1.1. 1. H pCv(W )[t&1]=0 for p{&2d.
2. The maps (3.5) and (3.6) induce the isomorphism H&2dCv(W )[t&1]
$C[t&1, t]] which maps the class of the cycle 1 1d !|
7 d # W2d V*
to 1.
If x1 , ..., xd , !1 , ..., !d is dual to a symplectic basis of V (so that
|=i xi 7 !i), then one can choose a generator which is represented by
the cycle Alt(1x1 } } } xd !1 } } } !d) # C2d (W ). We will denote
this cycle (and its class) by 8=8V . Note also that 8 corresponds under
the above quasi-isomorphisms to the cocycle 1 # 0 0.
Observe that the Lie algebra g acts on the Hochschild complex by Lie
derivatives. The cycle 8 is not invariant under the action of g. It is,
however, invariant under the action of the subalgebra h.
3.2. Some Characteristic Classes in Lie Algebra Cohomology
We will presently construct the classes in relative Lie algebra cohomol-
ogy of the pair (g, h) which enter the RiemannRoch formula in the present
setting.
3.2.1. The trace density. In 3.1, we constructed a quasi-isomorphism
(0 v[2d][t&1, t]], tdDR)  Cv(W )[t&1].
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Since h acts semi-simply on Cv(W )[t&1] and 0 v[t&1, t]], this quasi-
isomorphism admits an h-equivariant splitting
+t(0) : Cv(W )[t
&1]  (0 vV[2d][t
&1, t]], tdDR)
which is a quasi-isomorphism. We identify the right hand side with
(0 vV[2d][t
&1, t]], dDR) by the operator I as in the beginning of Section 3.
We will consider the map + t(0) as a relative Lie algebra cochain
+t(0) # C
0(g, h; Hom0(Cv(W )[t&1], 0 v[2d][t&1, t]])).
Lemma 3.2.1. + t(0) extends to a cocycle +
t=p + t( p) with
+t( p) # C
p(g, h; Hom&p(Cv(W )[t&1], 0 v[t&1, t]][2d])).
Moreover, any two such extensions are cohomologous.
The proof follows easily from Proposition 3.1.1.
Remark 3.2.2. As above, when we work with a g-module Cp(W ),
Cp(O V), etc., we always use completed tensor products. By Hom(C p(W ),
0 q[t&1, t]]), etc. we always mean the space of those maps from
p+1 O V[[t]] to 0 q[t&1, t]] which are of the form
D( f0 , ..., fp)= :
im
t iD i ( f0 , ..., fp),
where Di are multidifferential operators (of finite order) which are equal to
zero if fj=1 for some j>0.
Cup product with +t induces the quasi-isomorphism of complexes
+t: Cv(g, h; Cv(W )[t&1])  Cv(g, h; 0 v[2d][t&1, t]])
unique up to homotopy.
Lemma 3.2.3. + t(0) extends to an h-equivariant quasi-isomorphism of
complexes
+~ t(0) : CC
per
v (W )[t
&1]  0 v[2d][t&1, t]][u&1, u]].
We will consider the map +~ t(0) as a relative Lie algebra cochain
+~ t(0) # C
0(g, h; Hom0(CC perv (W )[t
&1], 0 v[2d][t&1, t]][u&1, u]])).
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Lemma 3.2.4. +~ t(0) extends to a cocycle +~
t=p +~ t( p) with
+t( p) # C
p(g, h; Hom&p(CC perv (W )[t
&1], 0 v[2d][t&1, t]][u&1, u]])).
Moreover, any two such extensions are cohomologous.
The proof follows easily from Proposition 3.1.1.
Remark 3.2.5. In the formula above, Hom is understood as the module
of those homomorphisms which preserve the (u)-adic filtration and are
C[[t, t&1][[u]]-linear.
Remark 3.2.6. The image of +t under the canonical morphism
from the complex Cv(g, h; Homv(CC perv (W )[t
&1], 0 v[2d][t&1, t]])) to
Cv(g, h; (CC perv (W )[t
&1], 0 v[2d][t&1, t]][u&1, u]])) is a well-defined
morphism
+t: CC perv (W )[t
&1]  0 v[2d][t&1, t]][u&1, u]]
in the derived category of (g, h)-modules. The image of +~ t under the functor
of forgetting the module structure is +~ t(0) .
Cup product with +~ t induces the quasi-isomorphism of complexes
+~ t: Cv(g, h; CC perv (W )[t
&1])  Cv(g, h; 0 v[2d][t&1, t]][u&1, u]])
unique up to homotopy.
The natural inclusion
@: CC perv (W )  CC
per
v (W )[t
&1]
is a morphism of complexes of (g, h)-modules and therefore determines a
cocycle
@ # C0(g, h; Hom0(CC perv (W ), CC
per
v (W )[t
&1])).
The cup product of @ and +~ t is a cocycle
+~ t  @ # C v(g, h; Homv(CC perv (W ), 0 v[2d][t&1, t]][u&1, u]]))
of (total) degree zero which represents the morphism
+~ t b @: CC perv (W )  0
v[2d][t&1, t]][u&1, u]]
in the derived category of (g, h)-modules.
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3.2.2. The symbol and the HochschildKostantRosenberg map. The
symbol map is the map
_: CC perv (W )  CC
per
v (O )
induced by the algebra homomorphism _: W  O . The Hochschild
KostantRosenberg map
+~ : CC perv (O )  (0
v[u&1, u]], udDR)  (0 v[u&1, u]][t&1, t]], udDR)
is defined by f0 } } }  fp [ 1p ! f0 df1 7 } } } 7 dfp . We identify the last
complex with
(0 v[2d ][u&1, u]][t&1, t]], dDR) (3.7)
by the operator J as in the beginning of Section 3.
Both +~ and _ are morphisms of complexes of (g, h)-modules; therefore
they determine cocycles
_ # Cv(g, h; Homv(CC perv (W ), CC
per
v (O )))
and
+~ # Cv(g, h; Homv(CC perv (O ), 0
v[2d ][t&1, t]][u&1, u]])).
3.2.3 The A -class. Recall from B.1 the ChernWeil map
CW: Sym@v(h*)h  C2 v(g, h; C).
Let A denote the image under the ChernWeil map of
h % X [ det \
ad \X2 +
exp \ad \X2 ++&exp \ad \&
X
2 +++ .
3.2.4. The characteristic class of the deformation. Let
g~ =
1
t
W
equipped with the bracket [a, b]=a V b&b V a. The central extension of
Lie algebras
0 
1
t
C[[t]]  g~  g  0
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restricts to a trivial extension of h:
h =hC.
Therefore this extension is classified by a class % # H2(g, h; 1t C[[t]])
represented by the cocycle
%: X 7 Y [ [X, Y
t
]&[X , Y ],
where ( )
t
is a choice of a C[[t]]-linear splitting of the extension.
It will be important to remember that the above cohomology class is
also a partial case of the ChernWeil map:
CW :
1
t
Sym@v(h *)h  C2 v \g~ , h ; 1t C[[t]]+ C2 v \g, h;
1
t
C[[t]]+ .
3.3. RiemannRoch Formula in Lie Algebra Cohomology
Let A=k0 A2k be an even cohomology class, A2k # H2k(g, h). Let Lv
be any complex of g[u&1, u]]-modules. By A  ? we denote the multiplica-
tion operator on C v(g, h; Lv) given by
c [ A  c= :
k0
A2k } c } u&k, (3.8)
where c is a cochain Cv(g, h; Lv). Formula (3.8) makes A  ? an operator
of degree zero on Cv(g, h; Lv) (recall that degree of u is equal to 2).
The following theorem is the analog of Theorem 4.6.1 of [BNT1] in the
setting of this section.
Theorem 3.3.1. The cocycle +~ t b @&(A } e%)  (+~ b _) is cohomologous to
zero in Cv(g, h; Homv(CC perv (W ), 0
v[2d ][t&1, t]][u&1, u]])).
As a corollary, we get
Theorem 3.3.2. The diagram
_CC perv (W ) CC
per
v (O )
@ (A } e%)  +~
CC perv (W )[t
&1] w
+~ t 0 vV[2d ][t
&1, t]][u&1, u]]
in the derived category of (g, h)-modules is commutative.
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Corollary 3.3.3. The diagram
_Cv(g, h; CC perv (W )) C
v(g, h; CC perv (O ))
@ (A } e%)  +~
Cv(g, h; CC perv (W )[t
&1]) w
+~ t Cv(g, h; 0 v[2d ][t&1, t]][u&1, u]])
is homotopy commutative.
A proof of Theorem 3.3.1 will be given in Section 5.
4. GELFANDFUKS MAP
In this section we introduce the machinery related to the GelfandFuks map
and deduce Theorem 4.6.1 [BNT1] from its formal analog Theorem 3.3.2.
Suppose we are given a complex manifold M and a symplectic deforma-
tion quantization A tM of M. By Theorem 2.6.5, there exists, unique up to
gauge equivalence, a Fedosov connection { such that AtM [Ker {. Let
| # H0(M; 02M) denote the associated symplectic form.
Given A as above and a (filtered) topological g-module L such that the
action of h/g integrates to an action of H, set
(AvM(L), {) =
def
([?
*
AvP L]
basic, d+A).
(See the discussion after Definition 2.6.2.)
Note that the association L [ (AvM(L), {) is functorial in L. In
particular it extends to complexes of g-modules.
Taking L=C, the trivial g-module, we recover (AvM , d). For any com-
plex (Lv, dL) of g-modules as above the complex (AvM(L
v), {+dL) has a
natural structure of a differential graded module over (AvM , d ).
The GelfandFuks map
GF=GF{ : C v(g, h; L)  AvM(L)
(the source understood to be the constant sheaf) is defined by the formula
GF(c)(X1 , ..., Xp)=c(A(X1), ..., A(Xp)),
where c # C p(g, h; L) and X1 , ..., Xp are locally defined vector fields. It is
easy to verify that GF takes values in basic forms and is a map of com-
plexes. Note also that GF is natural in L. In particular the definition above
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has an obvious extension to complexes of g-modules. Let g=exp X be a
gauge transformation between { and {$. Then g induces an isomorphism
g
*
: (AvM(L), {)[ (A
v
M(L), {$).
It is easy to see that GF{$ and g* b GF{ are canonically homotopic.
We now proceed to apply the above constructions to particular examples
of complexes Lv of g-modules. In all examples below the g-modules which
appear have the following additional property which is easy to verify,
namely,
H p(AvM(L), {)=0 for p{0.
If (Lv, dL) is a complex of g-modules with the above property, then the
inclusion
(ker ({), dL | ker ({))/(AvM(L
v), {+dL) (4.1)
is a quasi-isomorphism. In such a case the map (4.1) induces an isomor-
phism
R1(M; ker ({))  1(M; AvM(L
v))
in the derived category of complexes since the sheaves AvM(L
v) are fine and
the GelfandFuks map induces the (natural in Lv) morphism
GF: Cv(g, h; L)  R1(M; ker ({)) (4.2)
in the derived category.
For L=W (respectively g, CC perv (W ), O , C, 0
v, CC perv (O )), ker ({)=A
t
M
(respectively Der(A tM), CC v(A
t
M), OM , CM , 0
v
M , CC
per
v (OM)). We leave it
to the reader to identify ker({) for other (complexes of) g-modules which
appear in Section 3 by analogy with the above examples.
4.0.1. The trace density. The image of +~ t (defined in Lemma 3.2.4)
under (the map on cohomology in degree zero induced by)
GF: Cv(g, h; Homv(CC perv (W )[t
&1], 0 v[2d ][t&1, t]][u&1, u]]))
 R1(M; Homv(CC perv (A
t
M)[t
&1], 0vM[2d ][t
&1, t]][u&1, u]]))
is the morphism +~ tA defined in [BNT1].
Similarly, the image of +~ t  @ under GF is the morphism +~ tA b @.
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4.0.2. The symbol and the HochschildKostantRosenberg map. The
image of _ (defined in 3.2.2) under (the map on cohomology in degree zero
induced by)
GF: Cv(g, h; Homv(CC perv (W ), CC
per
v (O )))
 R1(M; Homv(CC perv (A
t
M), CC
per
v (OM)))
is the morphism
_: CC perv (A
t
M)  CC
per
v (OM).
The image of +~ (defined in 3.2.2) under (the map on cohomology in
degree zero induced by)
GF: Cv(g, h; Homv(CC perv (O ), 0
v[2d ][u&1, u]]))
 R1(M; Homv(CC perv (OM), 0
v
M[2d ][u
&1, u]]))
is the HochschildKostantRosenberg morphism +~ O .
4.0.3. The characteristic class of the deformation. The image of the
cocycle % # C2(g, h; 1t C[[t]]) (defined in 3.2.4) under the map
GF: Cv \g, h; 1t C[[t]]+
1
t
AvM[[t]]
is the characteristic class % of the deformation quantization A tM defined in
[F] and [D] (cf. 2.7).
4.0.4. The A -class. The composition
Sym@v(h)h wCW Cv(g, h; C) wGF AvM
is easily seen to be the usual ChernWeil homomorphism. In particular we
have
GF(A )=A (TM),
where A is defined in 3.2.3.
Combining the above facts we obtain the following proposition.
Proposition 4.0.4. The image under the map GF (cf. 4.0.2) of the
cocycle +~ t  @&(+~ b _)  A  e% (see Theorem 3.3.1) is the morphism @ b +~ tA &
(+~ O  A  e%) b _.
Corollary 4.0.5. Theorem 3.3.1 implies Theorem 4.6.1 of [BNT1].
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5. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 3.3.1.
Let W be the Weyl algebra of the standard symplectic space C2d, g=
Der(W ), h=sp(2d ). Let +~ t be the trace density map as in 3.2.1. Note that
the unit 1 # W can be viewed as a g-invariant periodic cyclic zero-cycle of
W and therefore as a zero-cocycle in Cv(g, h; CC perv (W )). The main
difficulty in proving Theorem 3.3.1 is to find +~ t(1). The idea is to replace 1
by a homologous cycle on which +~ t is easy to compute. This cycle will
be obtained as a result of evaluating on 1 an operation acting on
Cv(g, h; CC perv (W[t
&1])). Complexes of such operations are studied in A.7.
In particular, it is shown in Theorem A.7.1 that for any algebra A
the reduced cyclic complex (C *v(A)[[u, u
&1], ub) acts on CC perv (A).
Motivated by this, we construct the fundamental class U in the hyperco-
homology Hv(g, h; C *v(W ))[t
&1][[u, u&1] of total degree 1 (Section 5.1).
We will show that +~ t } (U v?)=Id where v is the pairing from Theorem 7.1
(Lemma 5.3.2). Therefore, to prove Theorem 3.3.1 we have to show that the
operation U v? is cohomologous to (A } e%)&1  ?. To do that, in Section 5.2
we compute the image of the class U in Hv(g, h; C *v(W[’]))[t
&1][[u, u&1]
in terms of classes ’(m) (cf. Sections A.3 and A.5).
All the facts about Hochschild, cyclic, and Lie algebra (co)homologies
that we use are contained in Appendixes A and B.
5.1. The Fundamental Class
Lemma 5.1.1. Let W denote the Weyl algebra of the symplectic vector
space C2d. Then
HCi (W[t&1])=C[[t, t&1], i=1, 3, ..., 2d&1;
HCi (W[t&1])=0
otherwise ([Bry], [FT1]).
Proof. From Proposition 3.1.1 and from the spectral sequence (A.6) it
follows immediately that
HCi (W[t&1])=C[[t, t&1], i=2d+2i, i0; (5.1)
HCi (W[t&1])=0 (5.2)
otherwise. The explicit formula for a generator of HH2d (W[t&1]) (after
(3.6)) implies that the image of this generator in HC2d (W[t&1]) goes to
zero under the connecting morphism to the reduced cyclic homology.
Therefore the map
HCi (C[[t, t&1])  HCi (W[t&1]) (5.3)
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is an isomorphism for i=2d. Since this map commutes with the Bott peri-
odicity map S, one sees that it is an isomorphism for all i2d. The lemma
follows now from the long exact sequence associated to the exact triangle
(A.13). K
Let
U0=
u&d
2d } td
Alt(v1  } } } v2d) (5.4)
where [v1 , ..., v2d] is a Darboux basis of V*. A simple computation shows
that Br(U0)=1 where Br is defined in (A.16).
Lemma 5.1.2. The cycle U0 extends to a cocycle U of the complex
Cv(g, h; C *v(W ))[t
&1][u, u&1] of total degree 1&2d. Any two such exten-
sions are cohomologous.
Proof. Follows immediately from the fact that HCi (W[t&1])=0 for
i>2d&1. K
It follows that the cohomology class of U is canonically defined. We will
call this cohomology class the fundamental class.
5.2. Computation of the fundamental class
For any DGA(A, $), consider the DGA A[’] =def (A, $)k (k[’], ’),
where deg ’=1 (in particular ’2=0) (cf. A.3). Let
’(n+1) =def n ! ’ n+1
be the cycle in the reduced cyclic complex C *2n+1(A[’]), as in A.5.
Theorem 5.2.1. One has
U= :
m0
(A } e%)&12m } ’
(m+d ) } u&m
in Hv(g, h; C *v(W[’]))[t
&1][u, u&1].
Proof. Recall that g~ = 1t W is a central extension of g=Der(W ). The
preimage of h=sp(2d ) in h splits canonically: h =h 1t C[[t]].
(The subalgebra h inside h is identified with the linear span of the
elements 1t v V w+
1
2|(v, w) where v and w are in V*.) Note that for any
(g, h)-module L
Cv(g, h; L)=C v(g~ , h ; L).
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Note that the complexes of g-modules C *v(W ))[t
&1][u, u&1] and
C *v(W[’]))[t
&1][u, u&1] are homotopically constant in sense of Defini-
tion B7.3.1. Indeed, for any 8 # W[’] and for ai # A[’] let us define
@8(a0 } } } ap)=
u&1
t
:
p
i=0
(&1)pi (deg ap+1)(deg 8+1)a0 } } }
ai8 } } } ap . (5.5)
If X= 1t ad(8) then one can put @X=@8 .
We would like to apply the generalized ChernWeil map from (B.3) and
reduce the theorem to a computation in Cv(h [=], h ; C *v(W )[t
&1][u, u&1]).
The problem is that the fundamental class U can be easily defined in this
context but the cochains ’(m) are not h[=]-invariant. To correct this, let
us introduce cocycles in C v(g~ [=], h ; C *v(W[’])[[u, u
&1]),
(X1=, ..., Xp =) [ @X1’ } } } @Xp’’
(m), (5.6)
for all p0;
(X1 , ...) [ 0, Xi # g. (5.7)
Note that the restriction from Cv(g~ [=], h ; ...) to C v(h [=], h ; ...) is a quasi-
isomorphism. We will denote by ’[m] the image of the cocycles (5.6, 5.7)
under this restriction. Let us observe that there are two cocycles in
Cv(g~ [=], h ; ...) whose restriction to C v(h [=], h ; ...) is ’[m]: one is CW(’[m])
and the other is the cocycle (5.6, 5.7). But the restrictions of those cocycles
to Cv(g~ , h ; ...) are respectively CW(’[m]) and ’(m). We therefore see that
CW(’[m])=’ (m) (5.8)
in H v(g~ , h ; C *v(W ))[t
&1][u, u&1]. Thus, it suffices to prove the following
Lemma 5.2.2. One has
U= :
m0
(A } e%)&12m } ’
[m+d ] } u&m
in Hv(h [=], h ; C *v(W[’]))[t
&1][[u, u&1].
To prove this, let us first reduce the statement to the case d=1. Let dd
be the subalgebra of diagonal matrices in sp(2d ); d d=dd 1t C[[t]].
Lemma 5.2.3 (The splitting principle). The restriction Hv(h [=], h ; k) 
Hv(d d[=], d d ; k) is a monomorphism.
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Proof. Indeed, the left hand side is the space of h-invariant polynomials
on h* tensored by the symmetric algebra of the space 1t C[[t]] whereas
the right hand side is the space of polynomials on d* tensored by the
symmetric algebra of the space 1t C[[t]]. But the space of h-invariant
polynomials on h* maps to the space of polynomials on d* as the subspace
of polynomials invariant under the Weyl group. K
Therefore it is enough to prove Lemma 5.2.2 if one replaces h by d d .
Indeed, we want to compute U in the cohomology which is isomorphic to
Hv(h [=], h ; CCv(k)), but CCv(k)&k[u&1, u]]k[[u]]; thus the map on
the cohomology which is induced by d d  h is a monomorphism.
Next, note that dd=d d1 and W=}d W1 where W1 is the Weyl
algebra of the standard two-dimensional symplectic space. Now, note that
-U=_d U1 where U1 is the fundamental class for d=1 and _ is the exter-
nal product defined in A.6. Note also that ’[m]=’_m for any m. So it is
enough to prove Lemma 5.2.2 if one replaces d by 1 and h by d1 .
But in this case the fundamental class U can be constructed explicitly.
Put = 1t !; then U is represented by the cocycle
U= :

m=1
u1&2m
m
(x)m cm&11 (5.9)
Recall that d 1=C 1t C[[t]]. For (a, b) # C
1
t C[[t]] let
c1(a, b)=a; %(a, b)=b.
One has
C v(d 1[=], d 1 ; C *v(W[’]))[t
&1][[u, u&1]
&C *v(W[’]))[t
&1][[u, u&1][[c1 , %]]
with the differential ’+ub+c1 } @x V  . The operator @x V  is given by for-
mula (5.5). We would like to compute U as in Section A.5. For this we can
use Lemma 5.1. Take j: W  C[[t, t&1], j( f (x, !, t))=f (0, 0, 0). One has
\(, x)= 12 ; \(x, )=&
1
2 . Note that Br=0 on the image of @x V  . Indeed,
\(x V , a)&\(a, x V )=0 for all a. Therefore the map Br is a morphism
of complexes. One has
Br(U)= :

m=1
u1&m
m \\
1
2+
m
&\&12+
m
+ mm ! 1 (m)cm&11
= :

m=1
u1&m1(m) _e
c12&e&c12
c1 &2m&2 .
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On the other hand,
Br(’[m+1])= :

l=0
u&l1(m+l )(e%)2l
for every m. Therefore in the cohomology
U= :

m=1 \
ec12&e&c12
c1
e&%+2m u&m’[m+d ] (5.10)
because their images under the map Br are the same and because this map
is a quasi-isomorphism by Lemma A.3.1. This proves Theorem 5.2.1.
5.3. End of the proof of Theorem 3.3.1
Lemma 5.3.1. If one regards 1 in the left hand side as an element of
C0(g, h; CC per0 (W )), then
+~ t(U v1)=1
in C v(g, h; 0v[2d][t&1, t]][u&1, u]])).
Proof. Because of Theorem A.7.1, 4, of formula (5.4), and of the defini-
tion of U, one can conclude the following. The cochain U v1 has the
component in C 0(g, h; u&dC2d) which is equal to
(U v1)0=
u&d
td
1Alt(v1  } } } v2d),
where v1 , ..., v2d is a Darboux basis; all other components of U v1 are in
C p(g, h; uiC2d+ j) where p>0 and j>0. Therefore these other components
are sent to zero by +~ t, whereas
+~ t((U v1)0)=1. K
Lemma 5.3.2. If one regards 1 in the left hand side as an element of
H0(g, h; CC per0 (W )), then
+~ t(1)= (A } e%)2m ud&m
in Cv(g, h; 0v[2d][t&1, t]][u&1, u]])).
Proof. Follows immediately from Theorems 5.2.1 and A.7.1., 1. K
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Now Theorem 3.3.1 follows from the above lemma. Indeed, the inclusion
of C[u&1, u]] into CC perv (W )) is a g-equivariant quasi-isomorphism
because of Theorem A.8.1. This inclusion induces a quasi-isomorphism
Cv(g, h; Homv(CC perv (W ), 0
v[2d][t&1, t]][u&1, u]]))
 Cv(g, h; 0v[2d][t&1, t]][u&1, u]])
(recall that all our homomorphisms are by definition C[u&1, u]]-linear
and (u)-adically continuous). But under this quasi-isomorphism the images
of the two sides of Theorem 3.3.1 are the same, namely the left hand side
of the formula in Lemma 5.3.2. K
APPENDIX A: REVIEW OF HOCHSCHILD AND
CYCLIC HOMOLOGY
In this section we review the basic definitions of the Hochschild and the
(negative, periodic, reduced) cyclic complex of an algebra. In particular we
establish notational conventions with regard to Hochschild and cyclic com-
plexes which are used in the body of the paper. After that, we will review
additional results and constructions that we used in Section 5, such as
an explicit formula for the connecting morphism from the reduced cyclic
complex, an external multiplication on the reduced cyclic complex, and
operations on Hochschild and cyclic complexes.
A.1. Hochschild and Cyclic Complexes of Algebras
Let k denote a commutative algebra over a field of characteristic zero
and let A be a flat k-algebra with unit, not necessarily commutative. Let
A =Ak, and let Cp(A) =
def Ak A k p. Define
b: Cp(A)  Cp&1(A)
a0  } } } ap [ (&1) p ap a0 } } } ap&1
+ :
p&1
i=0
(&1) i a0  } } } aiai+1 } } } ap . (A.1)
Then b2=0 and the complex (Cv, b), called the standard Hochschild com-
plex of A represents ALAk Aop A in the derived category of k-modules.
The homology of this complex is denoted by Hv(A, A) or by HHv(A).
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The map
B: Cp(A)  Cp+1(A)
(A.2)
a0 } } } ap [ :
p
i=0
(&1) pi 1ai } } } apa0 } } } ai&1
satisfies B2=0 and [B, b]=0 and therefore defines a map of complexes
B: Cv(A)  Cv(A)[&1].
For i, j, p # Z let
CC &p (A)= ‘
i= p mod 2
ip
Ci (A)
CC perp (A)= ‘
i= p mod 2
Ci (A)
CCp(A)= 
i= p mod 2
ip
Ci (A).
The complex (CC &v (A, ), B+b) (respectively (CC
per
v (A), B+b), respec-
tively (CCv(A), B+b)) is called the negative cyclic (respectively periodic
cyclic, respectively cyclic) complex of A. The homology of these complexes
is denoted by HC &v (A), respectively by HC
per
v (A), respectively by HCv(A).
There are inclusions of complexes
CC &v (A)[&2]/CC
&
v (A)/CC
per
v (A) (A.3)
and the short exact sequences
0  CC &v (A)[&2]  CC
&
v (A)  Cv(A)  0; (A.4)
0  Cv(A)  CCv(A) w
S CCv(A)[2]  0. (A.5)
The operator S is called the Bott periodicity operator. To the double
complex CCv(A) one associates the spectral sequence
E 2pq=Hp&q(A, A) (A.6)
converging to HCp+q(A).
In what follows we will use the notation of Getzler and Jones [GJ].
Let u denote a variable of degree &2 (with respect to the homological
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grading). Then the negative and periodic cyclic complexes are described by
the following formulas:
CC &v (A)=(Cv(A)[[u]], b+uB) (A.7)
CC perv (A)=(Cv(A)[[u, u
&1], b+uB) (A.8)
CCv(A)=(Cv(A)[[u, u&1]Cv(A)[[u]], b+uB). (A.9)
In this language, the Bott periodicity map S is just multiplication by u.
A.2. The Reduced Cyclic Complex
Recall the original definition of the cyclic complex from [C1], [Ts1].
Let {={p denote the endomorphism of A k ( p+1) given by the formula
{(a0 } } } ap)=(&1) p ap a0 } } } p&1 .
Let
C*p(A)=A
k ( p+1)Im(id&{). (A.10)
Recall that, if one defines
b$: Cp(A)  Cp&1(A)
a0 } } } ap [ :
p&1
i=0
(&1) i a0 } } } aiai+1 } } } ap
and
N : Cp(A)  Cp(A)
N=id+{+ } } } { p&1,
then
b(id&{)=(id&{) b$; b$N=Nb. (A.11)
Therefore the differential b descends to a map
b: C *p(A)  C
*
p&1(A).
The complex C *v(A) is isomorphic to CCv(A) in the derived category.
(Sketch of the proof: in the cyclic double complex CCv(A) one can replace
the complex Cv(A) by the cone of id&{ and the differential B by N. One
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gets a double complex which is quasi-isomorphic to CCv and which is in
turn quasi-isomorphic to C *v . Cf. [L] for more detail). Let A =Ak and let
C *p(A)=A
p+1Im(id&{). (A.12)
It is easy to see that the differential b descends to C *v(A). We denote the
homology of the complex C *v(A) by HCv(A). There is an exact triangle
C *v(k)  C
*
v(A)  C
*
v(A)  C
*
v(k)[1]. (A.13)
This follows from the HochschildSerre spectral sequence
E 2pq=Hp(gl(A), gl(k))Hq(gl(k))
converging to Hp+q(gl(A)) and from Theorem A.4.1.
A.3. Homology of Differential Graded Algebras
One can easily generalize all the above constructions to the case when A
is a differential graded algebra (DGA) with the differential $ (i.e., A is a
graded algebra and $ is a derivation of degree 1 such that $2=0).
The action of $ extends to an action on Hochschild chains by the
Leibnitz rule:
$(a0 } } } ap)= :
p
i=1
(&1)k<i (deg ak+1)+1 (a0 } } } $ai } } } ap).
The maps b, B, { are modified to include signs (cf. [NT2]). The complex
Cv(A) (respectively C *v(A), C
*
v(A)) now becomes the total complex of the
double complex with the differential b+$. The negative and the periodic
cyclic complexes are defined as before in terms of the new definition of
Cv(A).
Given a DGA (A, $), consider the DGA A[’] =def (A, $)k (k[’], ’),
where deg ’=1 (in particular ’2=0).
Lemma A.3.1. The complex C *v(A[’]) is acyclic.
Corollary A.3.2. The morphism
C *v(A[’])  C
*
v(k)[1]
is an isomorphism.
A.4. Relation to Lie Algebra Homology
For a DGA (A, $) over k let gl(A)= gln(A) denote the differential
graded Lie algebra (DGLA) of finite matrices. Note that gl(k) is a DGL-sub-
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algebra of gl(A). Theorem A.4.1 identifies their respective subcomplexes of
primitive elements of the DG coalgebras Cv(gl(A))gl(k) and Cv(gl(A), gl(k)).
Let E apq denote the elementary matrix with (E
a
pq)pq=a and other entries
equal to zero.
Theorem A.4.1. The map
A p+1  
p+1
gl(A)
a0 } } } ap [ E
a0
01
7 E a1
12
7 } } } 7 E app&1, 0
induces isomorphisms of complexes
C *v(A)  Prim Cv(gl(A))gl(k)[1]
C *v(A)  Prim Cv(gl(A), gl(k))[1].
The proof is contained in [Ts], [LQ], [L].
A.5. The Connecting Morphism
We will now give an explicit construction of the connecting morphism in
the exact triangle (A.13) and the isomorphism (in the derived category)
of Corollary A.3.2. Because of the application that we need (via
Theorem A.7.1), we will work with a slightly generalized situation. Namely,
let u be a formal parameter of degree 2. For any DGA (A, $), we consider
the complex (C *v(A)[u], ub+$). Define the boundary map  as the com-
position
(C *v(A)[u], ub+$)  \C *v(A[’])[u], ub+$+ ’+
 \C *v(k[’])[u], ’+[C *v(k)[1][u],
where the second morphism is an inverse to the quasi-isomorphism
induced by the embedding k  A and the last one is the boundary map
in the triangle (A.13) (the composition of the last two is as in
Corollary A.3.2).
It is easy to see that the map from Theorem A.4.1. induces an
isomorphism
(C *v(A)[u], ub+$)  Prim Cv(gl(A), gl(k))[u][1], uLie+$). (A.15)
For a DGA (A, $) we denote by T(A) the tensor algebra of A and by j
a k-linear map A  k such that j(1)=1.
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Let \: T(A)  k[u] denote the map defined by
\(a)=j($a) for a # A,
\(a1a2)=uj(a1) j(a2)& j(a1a2) for a1 , a2 # A, and
\=0 on A p for p{1, 2.
For ai # A, a0 } } } ap # A p+1 with (i (deg ai+1))&1=2n+1 let
br2n+1(a0 } } } ap)
=
1
n !
:
p
i=0
(&1)k<i (deg ak+1) ki (deg ak+1)
_(\ } } } \)(ai  } } } a0 } } } ai&1). (A.16)
This defines a map br2n+1 : C *2n+1(A)[u]  k[u] (cf. [Br]). Let br2n=0 on
C *2n(A).
Let 1(n+1) = n !(n + 1)! } 1 2n + 1 # C *2n(k). Let Br
A
2n + 1 = br2n + 1 } 1
(n),
BrA2n=0, Br
A=p Brp . Occasionally, when this causes no confusion, we
will omit the reference to the algebra A from the notation and simply write
Br.
This defines the map of graded k[u]-modules
BrA: C *v(A)[u]  C
*
v(k)[1][u]
which is, in fact, a map of complexes as follows from the alternative
description given below.
The splitting j induces the splitting \: gl(A)  gl(k) of the inclusion
gl(k)/gl(A). Let Pn denote the invariant polynomial X [ 1n! tr(X
n) on
gl(k). Put
R(\)=(uLie+$) R(\)+ 12[R(\), R(\)]. (A.17)
Then br2n+1 is the Chern character cochain Pn(R(\)) composed with the
morphism (A.15).
Cf. B7.1 for in more detail on the generalized ChernWeil map for
relative Lie algebra cohomology.
Lemma A.5.1. The restriction of the pairing with Pn(R(\)) to the sub-
space of all primitive elements (see Theorem A.4.1) coincides with the map
br2n+1 .
The proof is straightforward.
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Corollary A.5.2. The map BrA is a morphism of complexes.
Proposition A.5.3. The morphism BrA: C *v(A)  C
*
v(k)[1] represents
the morphism  (A.14).
Proof. Definition A.5.4. Put
’(n+1) =def n ! } ’ n+1 # C *2n+1(k[’]).
Lemma A.5.5. v The image of ’(n+1) under the connecting morphism is
equal to the class of the cycle 1(n+1).
v br2n+1(’(n+1))=1.
This is easily checked by a direct computation.
The map  is functorial, and BrA[’] restricts to BrA (respectively
Brk[’]). Therefore, it is sufficient to verify that Brk[’] represents the
connecting morphism from (A.13). But this follows from Lemma A.5.5. K
It is easy to see that the specialization of the morphism (A.14) at u=1
is equal to the connecting morphism in the triangle (A.13).
A.6. External Product on the Reduced Cyclic Complex
Here we recall the product
_: C *v(A)C *v(B)  C *v +1(AB) (A.18)
for any two differential graded algebras A, B. Note first that because of
(A.11), the map N induces an isomorphism
C v(A)& (Ker(id&{), b$), (A.19)
where in the right hand side id&{ is considered as an operator on A  v +1.
Lemma A.6.6.1. If one identifies C *v with the right hand side of (A.19),
then the shuffle product is a morphism of complexes
_: C *v(A)C
*
v(B)  C
*
v +1(AB). (A.20)
The same formula defines a product
_: C *v(A[’])C *v(B[’])  C *v +1((AB)[’]). (A.21)
A.7. Operations on the Cyclic Complexes
Here we recall, in a modified version, some results from [NT2]. Let u
be a formal parameter of degree two. Consider the differential graded
algebra A[’]=A+A’, deg ’=&1 (unlike in Lemma 6.3.1), ’2=0 with
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the differential ’ . Consider the complex C
*
v(A[’])[u] with the differential

’+u } b.
Theorem A.7.1. There exist natural pairings of k[[u]]-modules
v : C *v &1(A[’])[[u]]CC
&
& v(A)  CC
&
& v(A)
v : C *v &1(A[’])[[u, u
&1]CC per& v(A)  CC per& v(A)
such that:
1. ’(m) v?=Id for m>0.
2. For xi # A the operation (x1 } } } xp) v? sends CN(A) to
i, j0 CN& p+i (A) u j.
3. The component of (x1 } } } xp) v (a0 } } } aN) in CN& p[[u]]
is equal to
1
p !
:
p
i=1
(&1) i( p&1) a0[xi+1 , a1][xi+2 , a2] } } } [xi , ap]ap+1 } } } aN .
4. (x1 } } } xp) v1= pi=1 (&1)
i( p&1) 1x i+1 xi+2  } } } xi .
This theorem follows from two others which we include for the reader’s
convenience. Let (Cv(A, A), $) be the Hochschild cochain complex of A.
We denote its underlying differential graded algebra with the cup product
by EvA and its underlying differential graded Lie algebra with the
Gerstenhaber bracket by gv&1A . Recall that the Hochschild complex Cv(A, A)
is a module over the differential graded Lie algebra gvA ; we denote the
action of a cochain D # gvA on Cv(A, A) by LD . At the level of cohomology,
if A is the ring of functions on a smooth manifold, this action induces the
action of multivectors on forms via the Lie derivative LD=[d, @D].
Recall that the complex CC &v (A) (or CC
per
v (A)) carries a multiplication
[HJ] which is a morphism of complexes if A is commutative.
Theorem A.7.2. There exist natural morphisms of complexes
v : CC &v (A)CC
&
v (E
v
A)  CC
&
v (A)
v : CC perv (A)CC
per
v (E
v
A)  CC
per
v (A)
such that:
1. For a Hochschild cochain D # C p(A, A)
(a0 } } } aN) vD=(&1) pN a0 D(a1 , ..., ap)ap+1 } } } aN
(a0  } } } aN) v (1D)=(&1) ( p&1) N LD(a0  } } } aN).
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2. If one views CC &v (A) as a subspace of CC
&
v (E
v
A), then the induced
product on CC &v (A) becomes the HoodJones product from [HJ]; the same
for CC per.
The product v is given by the formula
a vx=a v 1 x+a v 2 x+u } a v 3 x,
where vi are constructed in [NT2]. (One can show that in fact CC &v (E
v
A)
is an A algebra and CC &v (A) is an A module over this algebra (this
structure extends the A structure from [GJ]).
Let gvA[=]=g
v
A+g
v
A =, =
2=0, deg ==1. Let u be a formal parameter of
degree 2 and consider the graded algebra U(gvA[=])[u] with the differential
u } =+$ (recall that $ is the differential in g
v
A). Let C be the HoodJones
product on CC &v (E
v
A).
Theorem A.7.3. There exist morphisms of complexes of k[u]-modules
U(gvA[=])[u]U(g vA) [u] CC
&
v (A)  CC
&
v (A)
U(gvA[=])[u, u
&1]U(g vA)[u, u&1] CC
per
v (A)  CC
per
v (A)
such that
(=D1 } } } =Dm) v:
=I(D1 , ..., Dm) :
=(&1)deg : 
m
i=1 deg Di
1
m !
:
_
=_: v(D_1 C(D_2 C( } } } CD_m)) } } } ).
The motivation for this theorem is the following. If A=C(M) then
HC &v (A) is isomorphic to the cohomology of the complex (0
v(M)[[u]],
ud); the cohomology of gvA is the graded Lie algebra g
v
M of multivector
fields on M; one can define an action of gvM on HC
&
v (A): for two multivec-
tor fields X, Y the action of X+=Y is given by LX+@Y where @Y is the con-
traction operator and LX=[d, @X].
Remark. One can extend the pairings in Theorem A.7.3 to an action up
to homotopy of gvA[=] on CC
&
v (A), i.e., to an L morphism from g
v
A[=]
to Endvk(CC
&
v (A)).
For the reader’s convenience let us show how to reduce Theorem A.7.1
from Theorem A.7.3. Let M(A) be the algebra of matrices (aij)0i, j for
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which aij # A and all but finitely many of aij are zero. The same space
considered as a Lie algebra is gl(A).
Let M(A) be the associative algebra of matrices (aij)1i, j such that
aij # A and aij=0 on all but finitely many diagonals. There is a morphism
of differential graded Lie algebras gl(A[’])  gvA where ’ is a formal
parameter of degree &1 such that ’2=0; the differential on A[’] is ’.
This morphism sends ’a to a in C0 and a to ad(a) in C1.
Consider the following morphisms:
CC perv (A) w
i CC perv (M(A));
CC perv (M(A)) w
tr CC perv (A).
The map i is induced by the inclusion a [ a } 1; the second map tr acts as
(a0m0 , ..., anmn) [ tr(m0 } } } mn)(a0 , ..., an)
for ai # A and mi # M(k). One checks easily [NT2] that the restriction of
the pairing from Theorem A.7.3 to gl(A[’]), when composed with i and tr,
descends to a pairing
(k[u]U(gl(k[’]))[u] U(gl(A[=, ’]))[u]U(gl(k[=]))[u] k[u])
CC && v(A)  CC && v(A).
Finally, consider the complex Cv(gl(A[’], gl(k))[u] with the differential
+u } ’ . Let g=gl(A) and h=gl(k). One constructs a morphism of
complexes
Cv(g[’], h)[u]  k[u]U(h[’])[u] U(g[=, ’])[u]U(h[=])[u] k[u]
as follows. To describe the image of a chain D1 7 } } } 7 Dn 7 ’E1
7 } } } 7 ’Em , write the expression
D1(=&’) } } } Dn(=&’) } E1 =’ } } } Em=’
and then represent it as a sum
: \D@1 ’ } } } D@k ’ } E1=’ } } } En =’ } Dj1 = } } } D jm =
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in the symmetric algebra of the graded space g[=, ’]. For example D [
D=&D’;
D1 7 D2 [ D1’ } D2’+D1’ } D2 =
+(&1)( |D1|+1)( |D2| +1) D2’ } D1=+D1= } D2=
D1 7 D2’ [ &D1 ’ } D2=’+(&1) ( |D1| +1)( |D2|+1) D2=’ } D1’
etc.
Thus one gets a pairing of C v &1(gl(A[’]), gl(k))[u] with CC && v(A);
Theorem A.6.7.1 now follows from Theorem A.6.4.1.
A.8. Rigidity of Periodic Cyclic Homology
Let A0 be an associative algebra over a ring k of characteristic zero. Let t
be a formal parameter. Consider a formal deformation of A0 , that is, an
associative k[[t]]-linear product V on A[[t]] such that a V b=ab+O(t)
for a, b # A0 and 1 V a=a V 1=a. We will denote by A the algebra
(A0[[t]], V ) and A0[[t]] the (undeformed) algebra of power series with
values in A0 .
There are two versions of Hochschild, cyclic, etc. complexes for complete
k[[t]]-algebras: one is defined using tensor products over k, the other
using completed tensor products over k[[t]]. We will denote corresponding
periodic cyclic complexes by CCperv (&)k resp. by complexes by CC
per
v (&)k[[t]] .
Note that there are obvious projection maps p: CCperv (&)k  CC
per
v (&)k[[t]] .
Define also the map _: CC perv (A)k  CC
per
v (A0).
Theorem A.8.1. (Goodwillie).
1. The map _ is a quasi-isomorphism.
2. There is a canonical isomorphism of complexes / making the following
diagram commute:
_
CC perv (A)k CC
per
v (A0)
p p
CC perv (A)k[[t]] w
/ CC perv (A0[[t]])k[[t]]
Proof. First, let us construct /. Put *(a1 , a2)=a1a2&a1 V a2 ; then * is
an element of g1A such that
$*+ 12[*, *]=0.
Since * is divisible by t, the operation
/= :

m=0
1
m !
I(*, ..., *) (A.22)
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is well defined on CC perv (A)k[[t]] (where I(*, ..., *) are the operators from
Theorem A.7.3). One checks that / is indeed a morphism of complexes
[NT2]. It is equal to identity modulo t; therefore it is invertible.
Note that formula (A.22) also defines an isomorphism
/k : CC perv (A)k  CC
per
v (A0[[t]])k .
Now let us observe that the maps
CC perv (A0[[t]])k w
_ CC perv (A0)
and
CC perv (A0) w
i CC perv (A0[[t]])
induce mutually inverse isomorphisms on homology. Indeed, the operator
Lt acts by zero on homology because
Lt=_b+uB, I \ t+& .
Thus we get a commutative diagram in which all horizontal maps are
quasi-isomorphisms:
_CC perv (A)k
/k CCperv (A0[[t]])k CC
per
v (A0)
p p i
CCperv (A)k[[t]] w
/ CC perv (A0[[t]])k[[t]] ==CC
per
v (A0[[t]])k[[t]]
But _/k=_, which concludes the proof. K
APPENDIX B: REVIEW OF LIE ALGEBRA COHOMOLOGY
AND CHARACTERISTIC CLASSES
For a differential graded Lie algebra (DGLA) (g, $) over k let U(g)
denote the universal enveloping algebra of (g, $) (this is a DGA with the
differential $ acting by the Leibnitz rule).
For a DGLA (g, $) over k let g[=] =def (g, $)k (k[=]=2, =), where
deg ==1.
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For a DGLA (g, $) over k and a DGL-subalgebra h let
Gv(g) =
def U(g[=])U(g) k,
Cv(g)h =
def kU(h) U(g[=])U(g) k,
Cv(g, h) =
def kU(h[=]) U(g[=])U(g) k.
The structure of a DG coalgebra on U(g) induces similar structures on all
of the above complexes.
For a left g-module L put
Cv(g, L)=HomU(g)(U(g[=]), L) (B.1)
Cv(g, h; L)=HomU(g)(U(g[=])U(h[=]) , L) (B.2)
Cv(g)=C v(g, k); Cv(g, h)=Cv(g, h; k). (B.3)
The differential in Cv, Cv will be denoted by . The complexes Cv(g) and
Cv(g, h) are differential graded commutative algebras; C v(g, L) is a DG
module over Cv(g) and C v(g, h; L) is a DG module over Cv(g, h). Of course
our definitions are equivalent to the standard ones; the differential  con-
sists of two parts, the ChevalleyEilenberg differential and the one induced
by the differential on g.
For an element X of g, right multiplication by X (respectively by =X) on
U(g)[=] induces a derivation LX , resp. @X of the DG algebra Cv(g) and of
the DG module Cv(g, L). These derivation satisfy
[, @X]=LX ; [LX , LY]=L[X, Y] ; [, LX]=0;
(B.4)
[LX , @Y]=@[X, Y] ; [@X , @Y]=0
for X, Y in g. K
B.1. Characteristic Classes with Coefficients in the Trivial Module
In this section we will construct the map Sm(h$)h  H2m(g, h) from the
space of invariant polynomials on h to the relative Lie algebra cohomol-
ogy. We will first construct it at the level of cohomology and then represent
by explicit cochains.
Let ’ be a formal parameter of degree 1, ’2=0. Construct the differential
graded Lie algebra (g[’], ’) exactly as in the beginning of Appendix B.
Consider the map
Cv(g, h)  Cv(g[’], h). (B.5)
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Lemma B.1.1. (i) The inclusion
Cv(h[’], h)  Cv(g[’], h)
is a quasi-isomorphism.
(ii) One has
Cv(h[’], h)=Hv(h[’], h)=S (12) v(h)h .
We leave the proof to the reader.
We get a map Hv(g, h) w
: S (12) v(h)h ; for any invariant polynomial P
from Sm(h$)h put
cP=m ! P b : # H2m(g, h). (B.6)
Our next aim is to represent these cohomology classes by explicit cochains.
Choose an h-module decomposition g=hV; define the cochain A in
C1(g)h where h is viewed as a trivial g-module as follows:
A(X)=(Projection of X to h along V). (B.7)
For h-valued forms on g (or, more generally, for elements of Cvh where
h-is a commutative differential graded algebra) we define the bracket
[.1h1 , .2h2]=(.1 } .2) [h1 , h2] (B.8)
for .i in Cv and hi in h. The complex (Cv(g)h, Lie) becomes a differen-
tial graded Lie algebra. One has
LhA+[h, A]=0; @hA=h (B.9)
for h in h. Put
R=LieA+ 12[A, A]. (B.10)
One has
R(X, Y)=[A(X), A(Y)]&A([X, Y]) (B.11)
for X, Y # g.
Lemma B.1.2. For any h in h
@hR=0; Lh R+[h, R]=0; LieR+[A, R]=0.
Proof. Follows from (B.9) and (B.10) by a straightforward computa-
tion. K
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Note that any multilinear form on h extends to a Cv(g)-valued form on
Cv(g)h: just put
P(.1h1 , ..., .mhm)=.1 } } } .mP(h1 , ..., hm).
Definition B.1.3. Let P be an element of Sm(h$)h. Put
cP=P(R, ..., R) # C 2m(g).
Proposition B.1.4. (i) The cochain cP is a cocycle in C 2m(g, h).
(ii) The cohomology class of this cocycle is given by the formula (B.6).
In particular it does not depend on a choice of a decomposition g=hV.
Proof. Using Lemma B.1.2 one sees that
LiecP= :
m
i=1
P(R, ..., [A, R], ..., R)=0
because P is h-invariant; by the same lemma, @h cP=0 and
LhcP= :
m
i=1
P(R, ..., [h, R], ..., R)=0.
This proves (i). To prove (ii), note that the cochain A extends to the
differential graded Lie algebra g[’] by putting
A(X+’Y)=A(X).
Put
R=LieA+

’
A+
1
2
[A, A]. (B.12)
Then all the properties of A and R (formulas (B.9), Lemma B.1.2, the state-
ment (i)) still hold if one replaces Lie by Lie+ ’ . Now note that
R(’h)=h; P(R, ..., R)(’h, ..., ’h)=m! P(h, ..., h) (B.13)
which is the same as in (7.6). K
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B.2. The Weil Algebra
The Weil algebra of a Lie algebra h is the relative cochain complex
Cv(h[’], h) with the exterior product and the differential
W=Lie+

’
.
Denote this differential graded Lie algebra by Wv(h).
Remark B.2.1. Let us give an equivalent definition. Let Wv(h) be the
free commutative differential graded algebra with unit generated by
W1(h)=h$,
W2(h)=h$
(h$ is the dual space to h); by A, resp. R we denote the element of
W1(h)h, resp. W2(h)h, corresponding to idh ; then the differential W
is by definition given by
WA=R& 12[A, A]; 
WR=&[A, R]. (B.14)
The bracket in the above formula is given by (B.8).
Let h be an element of h. For p>0 define @h : W p(h)  W p&1(h) to be
the unique derivation which, for l # h$, sends the corresponding element of
W1 to l(h) } 1 and the corresponding element of W 2 to zero. Let Lh :
Wv(h)  Wv(h) be the unique derivation whose restriction to W1 and W2
corresponds to the operator Ad h* on h$. The operators Lh and @h are the
same as those defined before (B.4). Either using this or checking directly
one gets
[W, @X]=LX ; [LX , LY]=L[X, Y] ; [W, LX]=0;
(B.15)
[LX , @Y]=@[X, Y] ; [@X , @Y]=0
for X, Y from h. One has also
@hA=h; Lh A+[h, A]=0. (B.16)
Definition B.2.2. Let (Wv, W) be any complex equipped with
operators @X of degree &1 and LX of degree zero which are linear in X # h
and satisfy (B.15). We call an element . of Wv basic if Lh .=@h.=0 for
any h # h. The subcomplex of basic elements of Wv is denoted by W vbas .
We can now give another definition of the characteristic classes cP . Let
g be a Lie algebra and h its subalgebra such that g is completely reducible
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with respect to h. Consider the h-valued cochains A and R; they define a
morphism of differential graded algebras
Wv(h)  Cv(g); (B.17)
because of (B.9) and (B.16) this map commutes with the operators @h and
Lh and therefore restricts to the subcomplexes of basic elements. But
Cv(g)bas=C v(g, h); W v(h)bas=S (12) V (h$)h;
therefore one gets a morphism of differential graded algebras
S (12) V (h$)h  Cv(g, h). (B.18)
Clearly, this map sends an invariant polynomial P on h to the cocycle cP
from Definition B.1.4.
B.3. Characteristic Classes in Relative Lie Algebra Cohomology with
Coefficients in Homotopically Constant Complexes of Modules
As above, let g be a Lie algebra and h a Lie subalgebra of g which is
reductive and whose action on g is completely reducible. Assume that
(Lv, ) is a complex of g-modules on which h acts completely reducibly. We
denote the action of an element X of g on Lv by LX .
Definition B.3.1. The complex Lv is said to be homotopically constant
if there exist operators @X : L p  L p&1, X # g, p>0, which are linear in X
and satisfy
[, @X]=LX ; [LX , LY]=L[X, Y] ; [, LX]=0;
(B.19)
[LX , @X]=@[X, Y] ; [@X , @Y]=0
for X, Y in g.
Let Lv be homotopically trivial. We shall construct morphisms of com-
plexes
c: Wv(h)Lv Cv(g, L) (B.20)
and
c: (Wv(h)Lv)bas  C v(g, h; Lv). (B.21)
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(The operators @h , Lh on the left hand side of (7.20) are defined by
@h(w l )=@h w l+(&1) |w| w @h l;
Lh(w l )=Lh w l+wLh l.)
The latter will be the restriction of the former to the subspace of basic
elements. To define the morphisms c, construct the map
Lv C v(g, L) (B.22)
as follows. For l # Lm consider the cochains * p # C p(g, Lm& p);
* p(X1 , ..., Xp)=@Xp } } } @X1(l ).
Then the map (B.22) sends an element l of Lv to the cochain
.l= :
p0
* p.
Consider also the morphism (B.20). We get the map
Wv(h)Lv Cv(g)Lv Cv(g, Lv) (B.24)
(the last arrow denotes the  product).
Lemma B.3.2. (i) For h # h and l # Lv one has
.@hl=@h.l ,
where in the right hand side @h and Lh are those defined before (B.4).
(ii) For l # Lv and a # U(g[=]) one has
.l (a)=Lie.l (a)+(&1) |a| .l (a).
In other words, the map (B.22) is a morphism of complexes and it commutes
with the operators Lh , @h for h # h.
Proof. The first equation of (i) is obvious. The second follows from the
first, from (ii), and from [, @h]=Lh , [Lie, @h]=Lh . To prove (ii), note
that formulas (B.19) mean that the differential graded algebra (U(g[=]), =)
acts on (Lv, ). For a # U(g[=] put a~ =(&1) |a|( |a| )&1)2 a; then
(Lie.l)(a)=.l \a=+=\
a
=+
t
} l=[a~ , ] } l
=a~ l&(&1) |a| (a~ } l )=.l (a)&(&1) |a| .l (a). K
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Proposition B.3.3. The composition (B.24) is a morphism of complexes
commuting with @h , Lh for h # h.
Proof. Follows from Lemma B.3.2. K
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